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Abstract 
The paper reports a generalized expression for filling the congruent circles (of radius 
r) in a circle (of radius R). First, a generalized expression for the biggest circle (r) 
inscribed in the nth part of the bigger circle (R) was developed. Further, it was 
extended as n such circles (r) touching each other and the bigger circle (R). To fill the 
bigger circle (R), the exercise was further repeated by considering the bigger circle 
radius as R-2r, R-4r and so on. In the process, a generalized expression was deduced 
for the total no. of such circles (r) which could be inscribed in this way of filling the 
bigger circle (R). The approach does not claim the closest packing always though it 
could be helpful for practical purposes. 
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1. Introduction 
Filling circles in bounded shapes have been an intriguing problem since long in pure 
mathematics literature. Specifically, filling non-overlapping identical circles in a circle has 
received tremendous interest considering the fundamental insights and the industrial 
applications to avoid the wastage of materials [1, 15]. Also, Tarnai and Miyazaki [14] 
reported the interesting connection between filling circles in a circle, lotus receptacles, and 
the ancient Japanese art.  
Kravitz was one of the first to contribute to the problem of filling circles in a circle 
[9].  Over the period, several contributions have been made towards the problem. However, 
the approaches were mostly focused on optimization and further proof [2-8, 10-12] due to the 
complexity of the analytical approaches. The topical website http://www.packomania.com/ 
[13] should be referred for the best-known solutions and the related references.  
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In this paper, the filling of congruent circles in a circle has been considered through 
an analytical approach. First, a generalized expression for the biggest possible circle in the nth 
part of a circle was derived. Subsequently, the approach was extended considering the 
concentric circles inside the starting circle to develop the generalized expression for the total 
no. of circles inscribed in the circle. Further, the working principle has been demonstrated 
with examples. To the best of author’s knowledge, no generalized expression is available for 
the same in the literature. 
2. Biggest circle radius (r) in nth part of the circle (R) 
First, a generalized expression for the biggest circle radius inscribed in the nth part of a circle 
was developed. Here, we are interested to inscribe the biggest circle with radius r inside the 
nth part of the bigger circle of radius R. The biggest circle is the one which finally touches all 
the boundaries of the part of the circle. The first idea is to start with a small circle touching 
two boundaries and let it grow until it touches the third boundary to get the biggest circle. If 
we start with any of the two boundaries including arc, eventually one of the boundaries will 
be crossed in due process of the growth of the circle as both the boundaries move unevenly 
due to symmetrical geometry of the circle. The only logical option is to choose two 
boundaries that move evenly in both directions. Fig. 1 shows the result for the biggest circle 
(r) inscribed in the nth part of the circle (R) which makes angle 2θ at the center. 
 
Fig. 1. Schematic for the biggest circle (r) inscribed in the nth part of the bigger circle (R). 
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From Fig.1, we can write OA OO O A − = , i.e.  
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We can estimate the biggest circle radius by giving different n values.  
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and so on.                                           
The radius of the inscribed circle (r) with respect to the bigger circle (R) could be 
represented as r/R which varies with n as illustrated in Fig. 2. The graph was plotted up to 
180n = divisions. 
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Fig. 2. The radius of the biggest inscribed circle (r) with respect to the radius of the bigger 
circle (R), (r/R) variation with the no. of divisions (n). 
3. A generalized expression for the total no. (N) of circles (r) in the bigger circle (R) 
The whole approach of filling circles is to divide the bigger circle (R) in concentric circles of 
radius R, R-2r, R-4r, R-6r, and so on. Further, all these concentric circles will be filled by the 
congruent circles without overlapping each other by the approach and the formula obtained in 
the previous section. It is worthy to point out here that the no. of circles in each row is going 
to be the greatest positive integer number less than or equal to the calculated number. The no. 
of circles possible in the starting circle from equation 2 is: 
1
1sin
n
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R r

−
 
 
 =
  
  −  
                                                                                                                                     (3) 
The    refers to the greatest integer less than or equal to a number [8]. 
Accordingly, filling of the same congruent circles touching the second, third, and 
further up to mth, concentric circles could be represented as: 
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Therefore, the total no. of such identical circles filled in the starting circle (R) is: 
1 2 3 1 1
1
..... .....
m
k k m m k
k
N n n n n n n n n− −
=
= + + + + + + + + =                                                                   (5) 
Here, m is the total number of possible concentric circles including the starting circle 
as well. It is worthy to point out here that the radius of the mth concentric circle is 
( )2 2R m r− − . The schematic of the possible configurations based on r and R is shown in 
Fig. 3. In case I, the mth row filling is not possible as the corresponding concentric circle 
radius ( )2 2R m r− −  is smaller than the filling circle (r). In case II and case III, the mth 
concentric circle is possible as the radius ( )2 2R m r− −  is equal or more than the filling 
circle radius (r). However, the filling is not allowed in the present approach. Moreover, one 
can consider putting one extra filling circle (r) concentric to the starting circle (R).  In case IV 
and case V, both the drawing of mth concentric circle and further filling of circles (r) are 
possible as the radius of the mth concentric circle ( )2 2R m r− −  is the same or greater than 
the diameter of the filling circle (2r).  
To summarize the possible configurations based on possible concentric circles and 
further practicing the filling approach, we can have three conditions possible as 
( )2 1R m r r− −  , ( )0 2 1R m r r − −  , and ( )2 1 0R m r− −  . 
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Fig. 3. The schematic of the possible configurations based on r and R. The dotted circles are 
the mth and (m-1)th concentric circles considered to practice the filling approach. 
Finally, based on r and R, up to what mth term we are going to have in the final 
calculation of total no. of circles (N), we can write a generalized expression as: 
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 If we consider the starting circle as a unit circle in which the identical circles (of 
radius 
r
x
R
= ) to be filled up, the expression transforms to: 
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Examples 
1. Taking 1st case for the demonstration purpose here as 5 cmR = , and 1.67 cmr = ; 
 or 0.334
r
x
R
= , the condition ( ) ( )2 1 0;  or 1 2 1 0R m r m x− − = − − = fulfills here for 2m = . 
Therefore, equation 7(b) is applicable here and the summation is going to expand just for the 
1st term only. So, from equation 7(b), we have 
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The example is illustrated in Fig. 4. This is the best possible filling configuration for 
07 number of circles in a circle which was proven by R.L. Graham in 1968 [6]. 
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Fig. 4. The approach is demonstrated taking 5 cm, and 1.67 cm;  or 0.334
r
R r x
R
= = = . The 
total number of circles are seven (07). 
2. Taking another case for the demonstration purpose here as 4.8 cmR = , and 0.6 cmr = ; 
 or 0.125
r
x
R
= , the condition ( ) ( )2 1 ;  or 1 2 1R m r r m x x− − = − − =  fulfills here for 4m = . 
Therefore, equation 7(a) is applicable here and the summation is going to expand up to 4th 
term only. So, from equation 7(a), we have 
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The filling of the circles is shown in Fig. 5. One peculiarity is observed here that each 
row is not necessarily filled up completely. This is due to the reason of getting the non-
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integer positive value calculated for that row. And, we are choosing the greatest positive 
integer less than or equal to the calculated number. The filling density can be calculated 
based on the number of circles (r) filled in the bigger circle (R). The calculated density of 
filling here is 0.734375. The highest density for filling the same no. of circles ( )47N = is 
0.787760 [7, 13]. This clearly shows that the approach does not guarantee the highest filling 
density configuration. However, there could be a possibility for filling the same number of 
circles with a slightly larger radius which might further improve the filling density.  
 
Fig. 5. The approach is demonstrated taking 4.8 cm, and 0.6 cm;  or 0.125
r
R r x
R
= = = . 
The total number of circles are forty-seven (47). 
4. Conclusions 
A generalized expression for the radius of the biggest circle (r) inscribed in the nth part of the 
circle (R) was developed. The approach was furthered to achieve a generalized expression for 
the filling of congruent circles (r) in a circle (R). To the best of author’s knowledge, there is 
no such analytical approach and expression available in the literature. The results are 
important due to their fundamental nature and could be helpful further for practical 
applications of filling circles in a circle. However, it should be noted here that formalism 
does not go always with the closest packing. 
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